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Eleventh Interim Report of the Commission 0f Investigation (National Asset 
Management Agency) and Request for the revision of the timeframe for 
submitting the Final Report under section 6 (6) of the Commissions 0f 
Investigation Act 2004 

1. The Commission submits this Eleventh Interim Report pursuant to sections 6(6) 

and 33 of the Commissions of Investigation Act 2004 with, for the reasons set out 

below, a request for revision of the timeframe for submission of its Final Report. 

So far as concerns the outline of the Commission’s approach to the issues 

identified in paragraph 2 of the Terms of Reference and the production and 

analysis of documentation, this Report should be read in conjunction with the 

previous Interim Reports referred to below. 

2. The Commission’s First Interim Report, as required by paragraph 8 of its Terms 

of Reference, was submitted on 12lh September 20174 Further Interim Reports 

were submitted on 17‘h May 2018, 30'h November 2018, 10"‘ June 2019, 4th 

December 2019, 24‘h February 2020, 8"‘ June 2020, 28th August 2020, 29"‘ 

November 2020 and 12lh March 2021 following which the timeframe for 

completion was successively extended until the current date of 3O‘h September 

2021. 

3. For the reasons set out below, the Commission finds it necessary to request a 

further extension of the timeframe for submission of the Final Report. 

4. As mentioned in the Ninth Interim report an important new development had then 

recently arisen in that an individual who had previously declined to assist the 

investigation agreed to provide a statement. The individual provided that 

statement and, as a result, subsequently agreed to provide sworn oral evidence. 

That sworn evidence was taken by video conference in February and March 2021. 

5. It will be recalled that in paragraph 14 of the Tenth Interim Report the 

Commission outlined stages (a) and (b) of the extension period would require the 

“Resumption and completion 0f the evidence hearing" and the "Review 0f the 

transcripts 0f new evidence in order t0 supply the substance 0f relevant parts (if 
any) t0 earlier witnesses in accordance with section 12



Following a review of the new evidence the Commission was obliged to recall 

previous witnesses who had assisted the investigation and t0 contact individuals 

who had not previously been considered relevant to the investigation. The 

Commission provided those witnesses with additional briefs of documentation in 

advance of their oral hearings. The remote hearings commenced in April and 

concluded on 18 May 2021. 

Following the conclusion of that evidence the Commission was required to review 

the testimonies in order to establish whether any aspects of it required disclosure 

under s. 12 of the Act. The Commission circulated and drew attention to the 

relevant parts of the evidence to those persons it considered were entitled to be 

made aware of the contents in question. In response, the Commission received 

written statements from all of the witnesses who co-operated with the 

investigation of this module. 

Certain of those witnesses mentioned additional documentation. The Commission 

was then obliged to request that the documentation in question be identified and 

produced. The Commission received schedules of the relevant documentation 

from solicitors acting for the Agency on 16 July 2021. Following a review of the 

schedules the Commission decided it was required to issue a direction in 

accordance with s. 16(1)(g) of the Commissions of Investigation Act 2004, to 

produce that documentation. The documentation was received by the Commission 

on 28 July 2021. The Commission has since completed its review of all of that 

documentation. 

At present, the Commission legal team is completing an exercise in ensuring that 

no other parts of the evidence require disclosure under section 12. In tandem, 

other sections of the draft Final Report that could be settled in the interim are now 

finished.
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The Commission expects to be in a position shonly to commence the exercise of 
circulating the draft final report or relevant parts of the text to persons who are 

identified in it 01' identifiable from it as required by section 34 of the Act. 

Having regard to the number of witnesses heard by the Commission and to the 

large number of persons who will be identified or identifiable in the report, 

including many who are located internationally, the distribution exercise involved 

will be extensive. 

It is obviously difficult if not impossible for the Commission to anticipate the 

responses it will receive under that section and what if any applications will be 

made under sections 35 or 36 of the Act. 

In these circumstances, it is obviously now impracticable for the Commission to 

meet the current timeframe deadline of 30 September 2021. 

As the Commission has previously indicated, one of the effects of the Act in 

section 44 is that it stands automatically dissolved upon its delivery of the Final 

Report. 

Before it can discharge its remaining statutory functions, the Commission must 

therefore first invite applications for costs and consider them under section 24 of 
the Act. It is anticipated that this function can be addressed during the period 

allowed for responses under section 34. The Commission will also have to allow 

for its own winding down and arrange for the custody or disposal of its files. 

Subject to no further issues arising, the aggregate timescale to complete these 

steps is estimated by the Commission as requiring a filrther period of three months 

from the date of this report for the submission of the Final Report. 

Accordingly, the Commission finds itself obliged, for the reasons given above, to 

request a further extension of the timeframe fixed by its Terms of Reference until 

31 December 2021. Depending particularly on the responses received under



section 34, if the steps outlined above can be completed earlier than estimated, the 

Final Report will be submitted in advance of that date. 

Delivered to the Taoiseach as the specified Minister and in accordance with the 

provisions of Section 32 of the Commissions of Investigation Act 2004. 

On the 6‘h day of September 2021. 

QMN 9,78% 
Johnl D. Cooke 
Sole Member of the Commission


